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Abstract. HELIOS2014 is a 2D soccer simulation team which has been
participating in the RoboCup competition since 2000. We recently focus
on an online multiagent planning using tree search methodology. This
paper describes the overview of our search framework and an evaluation
method to select the best action sequence.

1 Introduction

HELIOS2014 is a simulated soccer team for the RoboCup soccer 2D simulation
league. The team has been participating in the RoboCup competition since 2000,
and won 2 championships and 3 runner-ups in the past 5 years of RoboCup
competitions. The team has released a part of their source codes in order to
help new teams to participate in the competitions and to start the research of
multiagent systems.

We recently focus on an online multiagent planning using a tree search
methodology. In this paper, we briefly introduce our search framework and an
approach for evaluating search results in order to select the best action sequence.

2 Related Works

We have released several open source software packages that help us to develop a
simulated soccer team1. Now, we are mainly maintaining the following software
packages:

– librcsc: a base library for a simulated soccer team.
– agent2d: a sample team program using librcsc. Newbies can use agent2d as

a start point for developing their own team.
– soccerwindow2: a high functional viewer, which can be used as a monitor

client, a log player and a visual debugger.
1 Available at: http://sourceforge.jp/projects/rctools/
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Fig. 1. An example of action sequence. This image shows the chain of four actions:
1) pass from Player 10 to Player 7, 2) dribbling by Player 7, 3) pass from Player 7 to
Player 9, and 4) Player 9 shoots to the goal.

– fedit2: a formation editor for agent2d. fedit2 enables us to design a team
formation using human’s intuitive operations.

They are implemented from scratch without any source codes of other sim-
ulated soccer teams. However, several idea were inspired from other released
codes, such as CMUnited [1], FC Portugal [2], YowAI [3], TsinguAeolus [4],
UvA Trilearn [5, 6] and Brainstormers [7, 8]. We would like to thank those teams
for their effort and achievements.

In previous years, we proposed a team formation model that uses Delaunay
triangulation [9] and a multiagent planning framework [10] described in the next
section. They have been already available in the released software.

3 Online Multiagent Planning using Tree Search

We developed a framework to search for the suitable action sequence in a contin-
uous state-action space using a game tree search methodology. The framework
enables an agent to plan cooperative behavior which involves other agents. The
first version of search framework was developed in 2009, and we have been con-
tinuously improving it in various way.

The framework generates and evaluates a number of action sequences per-
formed by multiple agents. Generated actions are stored as a node of a search
tree. A path from the root node to a leaf node represents an action sequence that
defines an offense plan taken by multiple agents. Figure 1 shows an example of
an action sequence.

In the current implementation, we employed the best first search algorithm [11]
as a tree search algorithm. Each node has a value calculated by an evaluation
function based on the corresponding action-state pair instance. Since we use the
best first search algorithm, the convergence of search is not guaranteed. For more
details of this framework, please refer [10, 12].
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4 Action Evaluation by an SIRMs Fuzzy Model

There are several ways to improve the performance of our search framework. One
way is to improve the evaluation function for each action. Currently, the value
of an action is evaluated based on its target position. For example, the value of
a pass is evaluated from its surrounding conditions such as the position of the
target and the distance to the nearest opponent player. The evaluation can be
done by using a non-linear black-box system such as a neural network instead
of a heuristic function that is used in the current framework. An SIRMs fuzzy
model is used for this purpose. In the training process, training patterns are gen-
erated from strong teams’ successful action sequences. The following subsections
describe this new training process.

4.1 SIRMs Fuzzy Model

Single-Input Rule-Modules (SIRMs) [13] fuzzy model is one of common fuzzy
models. The characteristic feature of SIRMs fuzzy model is that a model consists
of a set of rule modules, each of which corresponds to only one input attribute.
Figure 2 shows the overview of the SIRMs fuzzy model.

Fig. 2. Overview of an SIRMs fuzzy model

Suppose that a problem at hand has n input attributes. Then the i-th rule-
module consists of the following fuzzy if-then rules:

Rij : If xi is Aij then y is yij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m. (1)

where Rij is the label of the j-th fuzzy if-then rule in the i-th rule module,
Aij is the antecedent fuzzy set, yij is the consequent real value, and m is the
pre-specified number of fuzzy sets for each attribute. It is assumed that an input
vector is represented as x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). The i-th rule module has a weight
value wi that is used to calculate the final output y of the overall SIRMs fuzzy
model as follows:

y = w1 · y1 + w2 · y2 + . . . + wn · yn, (2)

where yi is the output from the i-th rule module that is calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:
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yi =

m∑
j=1

µij · yij

m∑
j=1

µij

, (3)

where µij represents the membership value of Aij with xj .
Since the SIRMs fuzzy model falls into supervised learning method, it should

be assumed that there are training patterns with a target value. The parameters
in an SIRMs fuzzy model are wi, yij , and the parameters that specify the shape
of membership function for Aij . The learning update is based on the delta rule
that minimizes the squared error function between the target output value and
the real output value from the SIRMs fuzzy model.

The aim of using SIRMs fuzzy model is to learn good strategies from existing
strong teams. Thus training patterns for the SIRMs fuzzy model are generated
from game logs that are produced after the games of the target team finish.
Our implementation of action evaluation considers the location of the point (x
and y), the location of the acting player (x and y), and the distance between
the point and the nearest opponent player. Thus the SIRMs fuzzy model that
is used in our team has five inputs. Therefore, there are five rule modules in
the SIRMs fuzzy model. The next subsection explains how to generate training
patterns for the SIRMs fuzzy model.

4.2 Extraction of Training Patterns from Game Logs

From the game logs, only useful action sequences are used to train the SIRMs
fuzzy model. Here the sequence that leads the ball to the opponent’s penalty are
referred to as “successful episodes”. Successful episodes are extracted from game
logs of the target teams. For each successful episodes, attacking actions such
as pass, dribble, and shoot are recorded along with the information necessary
for training the SIRMs fuzzy model (i.e., the position of the action point and
the attacking player, and the distance between the action point and its nearest
opponent). The target output value for the attacking points are set to +1.0.
Other non-successful episodes are also extracted to generate the negative training
patterns with the target output value -1.0.

The SIRMs fuzzy model is first initialized randomly and trained so that
the output value for successful episodes becomes +1.0 and for non-successful
episodes the output value becomes -1.0.

4.3 Computational Experiments

We examine the effectiveness of the SIRMs fuzzy model using simple experi-
ments. Although the ultimate aim of this method is to make our team stronger,
in the experiments in this subsection the aim is to examine whether the team per-
formance can be enhanced to successfully bring the ball to the opponent’s penalty
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area. Table 1 shows the experimental results. The table shows the number of
through passes during 100 games against three Japanese teams (A TSU BI-,
HillStone, and KU BOST) and agent2d.

Table 1. Experimental results.

Opponent Without the SIRMs model With the SIRMs model

A TSU BI- 327 378

HillStone 682 580

KU BOST 310 403

agent2d 172 461

From this table, it can be seen that the SIRMs fuzzy model enables the team
to conduct more through passes comparing to the case without the SIRMs fuzzy
model. This shows the effectiveness of the method for successfully learn good
strategies from strong teams.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper described the research focus and the current effort of HELIOS2014.
We have been applying a game tree search methodology for online multiagent
planning. Now, we are trying to construct the evaluation function for selecting
the best action sequence, using an SIRMs fuzzy model. Experiments shows the
SIRMs fuzzy model could improve the performance of teamwork.
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